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Introduction

One of the important files that comes with the software is the "properties.dat" file. It contains
a number of settings and parameters that are read by the software at startup. It allows to
customize the software for the user's environment and own wishes.

Editing the "properties.dat" file

The "properties.dat" file is located in the directory where also the software was installed, e.g.:

The best way to change the settings and parameters in the "properties.dat" file is to use a
simple text editor line NotePad++ or NotePad. Do NOT use MS-Word, Excel or any office
editors. These are mostly not suitable for simple text files like the "properties.dat" file.

When opening the file with e.g. NotePad++, the following (or similar) is displayed:



Important here is that lines that start with a "#", are lines that have been commented out, or
just are comments. This is usually done to keep some earlier settings.

Once opened in a text editor, one can start changing the settings. After saving, they will be
read the first time the software is started again.
Remark that some of the settings can also be changed from within the application. These are
then however not saved to the "properties.dat" file.

All parameters are "key-value" pairs, where the key and value is separated by the "="
character. In case the "value" part contains one or more blanks (e.g. some Windows file
paths), the whole value part must be embedded in double quotes. In the above example, this is
e.g. the case for the parameter "adobereaderlocation".

Settings that can be changed

We will now go over the settings and parameters that can be changed.

1. parameter "language"

This allows to change the language of the application (menus, dialogs, ...). In 99% of the
cases however, you will have a version that only supports the English language. So, unless
you have obtained a localized version of the software, do not change this setting.

2. parameter "languagefixed"

This parameter only works for the seldom case that you obtained a localized version of the
software that supports multiple languages. When "languagefixed" is then set to "false", the
user will be asked at startup which language must be used for the menus and dialogs.

3. parameter "loglevel"

This is an important parameter for the case that you encounter problems with the software and



/or want to report a bug. When set to "INFO" (the default), the log file generated during the
session will contain "information" messages, and "warning" and "error" messages when
something goes wrong.
In case you encounter or suspect a reproducible bug, the best is to set "loglevel" to "DEBUG".
This will generate a lot more messages in the log file, which you can then send to us. This
will enable us to find the source of the bug.
Other valid values are "WARNING" (only warnings and errors will be reported) and
"ERROR" (only errors will be reported). These will however usually not be used.

4. parameter "logfilepath"

During each new session, a log file is generated. By default, it is written in the "logs"
directory that comes under where you installed the software. The date and time at which the
log file was first created is part of the filename. For example:

the file "SDTMETL_LOG_2021_4_21_8-41-20.txt" was first created on April 21, at 8:41:20
local time.
It surely is a good idea to regularly clean up the directory where all the log files have been
written to.

You might however want to write the log files to another directory than the default one. In
such a case, provide the file path in the parameter "logfilepath". In case that path contains
blanks (on Windows), you need to put the path name in double quotes.

5. parameter "sasviewerlocation"

If you use the old, free, classic "SASViewer", set the location of the executable for this
parameter. This will enable the SDTM-ETL software to open the SASViewer from within the
application itself.

6. parameter "adobereaderlocation"

Set the location of the executable of your "Adobe Acrobat Reader" for this parameter. This is
especially important when you want to open SDTM-IG documents (at the correct section or
page) or an SDTM "Model" document from within the SDTM-ETL application. This will
usually be the case when using the menu "View - CDISC Notes" (shortcut: CTRL-H) and then
clicking the button "SDTM Spec v.x.y" or "SDTM-IG x.y":



7. parameter "cdisclibraryapikey"

If you want to use the "CDISC Library API" for validation of the dataset and variable names
and labels and CDISC Controlled Terminology", one will need an API-key for the CDISC
Library. If your company is a CDISC member, you can obtain a key by following the
instructions at https://www.cdisc.org/cdisc-library/api-account-request.

Then copy your obtained CDISC Library API key to the parameter "disclibraryapikey".

The menu where the CDISC Library is used is "CDISC Library" and the items under it:

8. parameter "chatgptapikey"

As of version 4.3, the ChatGPT API has been implemented into SDTM-ETL. It allows to ask
ChatGPT some simple questions like "To what SDTM domain must I map systolic blood
pressure to?". Remark that this feature is currently purely experimental!

In order to use this feature, one will need to obtain a ChatGPT API key, which needs to be
written into the properties.dat file.

10. parameter "advancedusage"

It is highly recommended to keep the value of this parameter at "true". This parameter was
introduced for a very few number of customers who want some checkboxes to be not visible
in some dialogs.

11. parameter "skipodmvalidation"
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When one loads the ODM file with the study metadata, this file is validated against the ODM
standard. This can be irritating when one has done this validation already many times before.
By setting "skipodmvalidation=true", the ODM validation when loading the ODM file with
metadata will be skipped.

12. parameter "postponeodmtreenoderecalculation"

After loading a define.xml with mappings, by default, the usage of each ODM node in any of
these mappings will be recalculated. As this can take some time, when the parameter value is
set to "true", automatic and immediate recalculation of the usage of each of the ODM nodes in
the mappings is postponed. In such a case, a dialog will pop up:

allowing the user to decide whether he/she wants to perform the recalculation right now or
not.

In case of "No", a recalculation can later still always done using the menu "Navigate -
Recalculate ODM tree nodes ...":

13. parameter "numminutesforautosave"

By default, SDTM-ETL saves the underlying define.xml every 5 minutes to the folder
"define_autosave". With the parameter "numminutesforautosave", the number of minutes
between automatically saving can be changed. An integer number is expected.

The "autosaved" define.xml file can always be used as "the last starting point" in case of a
software crash, power failure, ...

14. parameter "define1stylesheet"

In case you are still using Define-XML version 1, this is the place where you can add the
location of the stylesheet for generating a "human-friendly view" of the underlying define.xml
(menu "View - define.xml in Browser", and "View - define.xml as HTML"). In case this
parameter is absent or commented out, the software will try to find a suitable stylesheet from
the "stylesheets" directory that comes with the software.



15. parameter "define2stylesheet"

Similarly, when using Define-XML version 2.0, this is the place where you can add the
location of the stylesheet. Also here, in case this parameter is absent or commented out, the
software will try to find a suitable stylesheet from the "stylesheets" directory that comes with
the software.

16. parameter "define21stylesheet"

Similarly, when using Define-XML version 2.1, this is the place where you can add the
location of the stylesheet. Also here, in case this parameter is absent or commented out, the
software will try to find a suitable stylesheet from the "stylesheets" directory that comes with
the software.

17. parameter "pinnacle21location"

In the past (Pinnacle versions 2.x) it was possible to pass information from within any
application when starting the Pinnacle 21 validation software from within that software. In
these days, we were also redistributing Pinnacle 21 validation software with SDTM-ETL
(also, as it was "open source" anyway). This is however not allowed anymore (new Pinnacle
21 license conditions). Also, Pinnacle 21 mostly gave up being "open source".
So, this parameter will mostly not work with Pinnacle 21 version 4.x.
We are still discussing these issues with the company, but there is not much hope Pinnacle 21
will change its license conditions.

18. parameter "pinnacle21CLIcommand"

This parameter allows you to set the basic command for starting Pinnacle 21 in "CLI mode"
(command line interface). Problematic however is that with each new version, the way
parameters are passed to the CLI, is changing, and is badly documented. Best chance is to go
to https://www.pinnacle21.com/projects/validator/community-cli and then try out the CLI first
outside the SDTM-ETL application.
We are currently working on re-establishing this feature (that worked very well in the past)
for Pinnacle21 versions 4.x, together with a customer. Problematic however remains that the
Pinnacle21 license becomes more and more restrictive. See the P21 forum at
https://www.pinnacle21.com/forum for discussions about this.
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